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to be able to absorb at least a
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- D.C.
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months without success, I learned from you in a 2
hour class. Nothing else needs to be said except
thank you."
- E.C.
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1351 Queen Street West Toronto, Ontario Canada
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CURATOR’S NOTE

We are fully moved into our new space, 1351 Queen Street West, 1.5 km from 888 Queen Street West.
We are all enjoying our extra space, which allows us to show more artworks and help people with their art-related needs.
Our convenient Queen Street location has made it easy for our patrons and collectores to come by, discover and enjoy all the
new artists that we are introducing to them.
The gallery has reinforced our Artist Membership Programme, which many artists are enjoyinging this year.
Come join us and let us help to enrich your visual environment with exceptional pieces by our artists.
We hope to expand your art knowledge with visually stunning works, engaging conversations, and an art community which
you are able to immerse yourself in.
Be a Patron of the Arts. Support the Arts in Canada!

ELAINE FLECK
Gallery Owner, Curator, Art Dealer
The Elaine Fleck Gallery
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Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist
AS: My studio is set up to accommodate the creation of large scale works. The
maximum diameter I can spin is fourteen feet, but I am able to create larger
pieces by using multiple panels. I am currently working on a 53-foot-long piece,
which is made up of thirteen interconnected panels. Since my spinning/drip
technique requires drying time between layers, I make the best use of my time
by working on up to six paintings at once in my studio.

INTERVIEW WITH ELAINE FLECK GALLERY
REPRESENTED ARTIST AMY SHACKLETON
BY EMESE KRUNÁK-HAJAGOS
EMESE: When and how did you discover and develop your painting method?
AMY: I’ve been shaping my painting method into something unique, that I enjoy for years.
I first learnt how to paint with paintbrushes, but it took me longer to discover how to paint
without them! It wasn’t easy to stop using the tool I was most comfortable with, but you
have to take risks to discover new things. I started using drips back in 2008 to achieve a
natural/organic energy in my work. At that time I used paintbrushes and tape to create the
more concrete, architectural elements. As I became more experienced with using gravity
to direct the flow of paint, the paintbrush became an unnecessary touch-up tool. It was
then I realized with more planning, calculating and layering I could eliminate the use of a
paintbrush and tape. This became a challenge that took over three years to master. In 2011 Season Finale (New York and Vancouver), Acrylic and Enamel on Canvas, 45” x 60”
I created my first brushless painting. Now, after years of experimenting with gravity and
2016,*SOLD*
rotating my canvas, I am able to manipulate where and how each drip will fall. My work
with hundreds of lines and dots. I use string and a level to help predict where
evolves with each piece I create. I am still discovering new techniques.
each drip will fall and a spray bottle filled with water to manipulate the drips.
As in real life construction, the architectural aspects of my work are calculated,
EKH: Please tell us more about the details of your procedure.
measured and controlled in order to assure precise locations of each line.
AS: Using squeeze bottles filled with liquid paint, I build each painting from the ground up As in nature, the environmental elements are more spontaneous, liquid and
organic, relying on gravity’s force.
AMY SHACKLETON
Toronto
02 www.elainefleckgallery.com

EKH: I understand you are working on a 50 foot long painting, can you tell
me about constructing a painting of this scale?

Show Opening Saturday December 3, 2016 2-4 pm at The Elaine Fleck Gallery

EKH: Did you find your theme first and then develop a suitable painting method
for it, or was it the other way around?
AS: I discovered my theme before I developed a suitable painting method for it.
After experimenting with a variety of subjects, I eventually zoned in on urban
landscapes because I have a passion for nature and the city. I have always had
a soft spot for nature, but my attraction to the city came much later—during my
studies at York University in Toronto. That is when I began to realize the environmental benefits of high-density living and I started exploring the relationship
between nature and cities.
I explored this theme and experimented with various techniques during my
studies at York University. My unique painting method began to emerge in my
fourth year and has been evolving ever since.
EKH: Your paintings seem architecturally planned yet they feel spontaneous How
do you decide on a composition? Do you work from photographs or sketches?
AS: Yes! I’m glad you feel the spontaneity amidst the planned elements of my
work. Since I like to experience the places I paint, I travel for inspiration. I take
thousands of photographs of urban and natural environments to inspire my digital studies. I use Photoshop to juxtapose my photographs, develop a composition

and decide on a colour palette. Once I know exactly where I’m going with the
piece I print the computer study and start painting. Since each layer builds on the
last, there is little room for error with my technique.
EKH: Do you consider yourself an environmentalist?
AS: I do consider myself an environmentalist. My paintings are intended to
portray urban life at its best, demonstrating ways we can work with nature rather
than against it. I envision post-industrial worlds where sustainable relationships
exist between man and the environment. By exploring the continually evolving
approaches to preserving our environment and living more efficiently, I suggest
how we can implement innovative solutions for city planning and development
with minimal impact on surrounding habitats.
EKH: What is coming up for you in the near future?
AS: The Elaine Fleck Gallery will be hosting a solo exhibition of my work this
December. Together with the Elaine Fleck Gallery, I am planning a Canada-wide
exhibition of my 53-foot-long painting in progress: The Great Canadian LEEDscape.
Featuring imagery from each province and territory, this painting explores the
natural environment and the recent development of sustainable, LEED-certified
buildings from coast to coast. The exhibition is scheduled to debut at Evergreen
Brick Works in May 2017 followed by the Visual Arts Centre of Clarington in June
2017. We are in the process of securing additional venues in Western, Northern
and Atlantic Canada.

Show Opening Saturday December 3, 2016 2-4 pm at The Elaine Fleck Gallery

www.elainefleckgallery.com
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Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist and OCAD University Illustration Student

JULIETTE VERMEERSCH
Toronto
04 www.elainefleckgallery.com

A Girl and Her Bird
Guache on Cold Pressed
Watercolour Paper
8.5” x 11”
2016

Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

The Women of Casa Xochiquetzal
Guache, Acrylic, and Glaze on Cold
Pressed Watercolour Paper
18” x 18”
2016

“American Flag”
(From “New York Collage” Series)
20 x 19 inches
Black and White Giclée Print
2016

“New Faces”
(From “New York Collage” Series)
20 x 16 inches
Black and White Giclée Print
2016

GARY RAY RUSH
Toronto
www.elainefleckgallery.com
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Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

LLOYD ARBOUR
Toronto
06 www.elainefleckgallery.com

Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

Blueprint III
Photography, Digital Composite,
Archival Print
20” x 30” and 40” x 60”
2016

The Northern South
Acrylic on Canvas
40” x 80” Dyptich
2016

KAREN COLANGELO
Toronto

Show Opening Thursday November 3, 2016 7-9 pm at The Elaine Fleck Gallery

www.elainefleckgallery.com
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Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

Elaine Fleck Gallery Represented Artist

Time and Space IV
Oil on Panel
40” x 40”
2016
JACQUELINE VELTRI
Toronto
08 www.elainefleckgallery.com

Time and Space VI
Oil on Panel
36” x 48”
2016

Inversion Series
Corrugated Cardboard
19.5” x 19.5” x 3” each
2016

This Time and Space series is about the way we use time. This series is dedicated to my mother who taught me that we
can choose to use our time to be happy and fulfilled. I used the compasses to represent the space we occupy, and that
we choose the direction we take in life. Ultimately, time doesn’t control us because we choose how we spend our time.
I illlustrate this by changing the scale of the compasses and making them much larger than the time pieces.

JAMES MAXWELL
Toronto

Show Opening Thursday September 8, 2016 7-9 pm at The Elaine Fleck Gallery

www.elainefleckgallery.com
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Elaine Fleck Gallery Honorary Member

“FROM THE INSIDE”
ESSAY BY VISUAL ARTIST AND PRESIDENT OF OCAD
UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: MAGGIE BRODA

immersing themselves in the language and the customs of the Huron people to
touch their spirituality from inside. Some of these young priests were amateur
topographers, botanists, and naturalists. They sketched flora and fauna
regularly to collect and classify various species and mapped out villages and
landmarks. As they navigated their way through the New World, they discovered the majesty of the land which, ironically, would capture their hearts. And
the power of God’s creation would conquer them from the inside.

Whenever I begin to sketch the Canadian landscape, a line pops into my head: “Our first artists - in fact every
artist who was to work here in the seventeenth century - was a cleric. “ It’s from Dennis Reid’s 1988 book, A
Concise History of Canadian Painting, and it has resonated with me since my early studies of art history.

According to our history, these devout Jesuit brothers were some of the first
Canadian artists. They did not paint religious scenes or biblical stories, nor
battlefields and noblemen. They did not copy the Baroque style of that time.
Nimbly, they caught the atmosphere of the natural world as simplistically as
they could with small sketchbooks, handmade paper, charcoal and chunks
of graphite and occasionally watercolour. The art they created whispers the
gospel of freedom in a language that is the pure and simple truth of our great
land.

European explorers first arrived on this continent at the end of the sixteenth century and began taking control
of the original owners of the land. It is said that the Spanish conquered with violence and fear, the English
chose to degrade and humiliate, but the French, however, would capture through the heart: from the inside
out. History, when carved out so starkly, can reveal as much about human nature, as does the line from Dennis
Reid’s book. The existence of the art from First Nations people was not acknowledged at that time. All “artists”
were clerics.
The closest to accepting the role of cultural translator perhaps were the Jesuit priests. I am intrigued by several
facts in this regard. First, the Jesuit Order is primarily a brotherhood of scholarly young men known throughout the world as educators. In the early 1600s they were charged with the task of capturing the hearts of the
aboriginal people in New France in order to convert them to Catholicism. They accomplished this difficult job by

MAGGIE BRODA
Toronto
10 www.elainefleckgallery.com

Le Théâtre de Neptune
Charles WIlliam Jefferys

Inspired by the drawings and writings of these early teachers, I have sketched
locations and landscape around Ontario known to have been sites for Jesuits.
In as many ways as possible, I’ve used the purity of nature’s inspiring force
to create artwork with the same strength. The difference I chose to make is
that my work is on a much larger scale. I hope that this series of graphite and
gouache landscapes will succeed by capturing the viewer from the inside.
Maggie Broda
2016

Maggie Broda, Artist
www.elainefleckgallery.com
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NEW: Gallery Artist Member

LORI MIRABELLI
Newmarket
www.lorimirabelli.com
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NEW: Gallery Artist Member

Paper Map
Acrylic on Canvas
38” x 50”
2016

Good Times
Acrylic on Canvas
38” x 38”
2016

The Design
Acrylic on Canva
40” x 50”
2016s

Vivienne Hu Runway - Red Dress
Oil on Aluminum
70” x 30”
2016

Vivienne Hu Runway - White Dress
Oil on Aluminum
70” x 30”
2016

SCOTT KISH
Toronto
www.kishstudio.com
13

NEW: Gallery Artist Member

NEW: Gallery Artist Member

ADI ZUR
Toronto
www.adizurart.com
14

Chemistry
Mixed Media on Board
38” x 48”
2016

Show Opening Thursday September 8, 2016 7-9 pm at The Elaine Fleck Gallery

The Times
Mixed Media on Board
36” x 48”
2016

Iridescent River City
Archival Ink and Acrylic on Canvas
36” x 48”
2016

PAULETTE MARIE SAUVE
Montreal
www.paulettesauve.com
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NEW: Gallery Artist Member

The Elaine Fleck Gallery
UPCOMING EVENTS CALENDAR
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 8
Gallery Represented Artist James Maxwell and Member Adi Zur - Opening 7-9 pm

SATURDAY OCTOBER 1
Fleck Fine Art Catalogue Group Show - Opening 7-9 pm

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 3
Gallery Represented Artist Karen Colangelo
and Independent Artists Patrice Carmichael, and Anand Jaggernauth - Opening 7-9 pm

SATURDAY DECEMBER 3
Amy Shackleton Solo Show - Opening 2-4 pm

CINDY DYSON
Winnipeg
www.cindydysonart.com
16

Easy Silence
Acrylic on Canvas
48” x 42”
2016

Mid Day
Acrylic on Canvas
42” x 48”
2016
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INTERVIEW WITH ARTIST AND
OCAD U PROFESSOR: JOHN SCOTT

most challenging thing you have done as an artist?
J.S.: The Trans Am Apocalypse was very demanding from a physical standpoint.
It took few years to complete and was extremely labor–intense, although I have
created other pieces that have required substantial work. Probably that piece
would be considered the most potent.

Interview By Maggie Broda • President of OCAD University Alumni Association • Visual Artist
Maggie Broda recently interviewed Canadian artist John Scott. The iconic artist is an
instructor at OCAD University as well as an alum. He was the inaugural recipient of the
Governor General’s Award for Visual Art in 2000. In a world that can simultaneously
be deterministic and unpredictable, the art of John Scott penetrates cultural ideology
with a raw view of society and politics that has brought international attention to his
work.
Maggie Broda: Thank you so much for spending this time with me. We both
graduated from OCAD in the seventies. It was an interesting time for art in Canada.
I‘ve read that when you arrived in Toronto from your home in Windsor Ontario in
the mid sixties you had no aspirations to become an artist. I also know that you are
considered an excellent draftsman/painter. Most artists recognize some talent quite
early. How did you learn to draw?
John Scott:
I suppose you could say I taught myself by doodling. I doodled all the time when I
was young but I didn’t think of myself as an artist. My sister was really good, she was
the artist. I thought of myself as a writer really.
M.B.: Beauty infused with harsh political relevance is how your work has been identified. I’d like to know what you consider to be the primary source of motivation for the
unique style and imagery in your paintings?
J.S.: That’s easy; I paint about survival, literally and culturally. The survival of humans
18

J.S.: Well right at the moment my work is being featured at the Art Gallery of
Hamilton, Ontario. That kind of show is quite demanding and requires a lot of energy. I still won’t take a break as there is always something pressing me forward.
M.B.: How would you describe changes in the art scene in Toronto over the last few
decades
J.S.: Artists have always populated the environment with images that humanize
and protest. What has changed for artists is the use of digital imagery and the
intensity brought on by the internet creating more ways for more people to keep
their voices heard.
M.B.: In your role as an OCAD University faculty member what is the strongest
message and advice you give your students?

The Trans Am Apocalypse - Photo courtesy of The Toronto Star
Image from the private collection of Sarah Diamond*

as a species, survival of our cultural growth and freedom that was being
threatened by the fear of nuclear war in the sixties. My characters are symbolic of the ignorance that plagues us. We need to populate our environment
with simple images that humanize the issues in order to understand and
protect the natural world.
M.B.: Your paintings often place a tough message in a savage mode with
non-traditional images that are as symbolic as they are unique and have
been described as hybrid-human-animals. What do you consider to be the

M.B.: What themes do you consider to be integral to your painting?
J.S.: Again it has to be survival on every level. To tell the story in simple terms
and give people a humanized rationale through the deconstruction of ideas. Then
it becomes commonplace and, therefore, it is possible to face the world with less
fear and greater knowledge.
M.B.: Historical observation, conversations about culture and social commentaries
are all present in your work in a thought-provoking and chilling manner. What is
currently developing in your studio?

J.S.: There is no over-arching rule or
message for the students I teach. There
are individual messages, a unique
hand, a unique path. I respond to each
of their needs one-on-one.
M.B.: My sincere thanks to you it has
been a pleasure delving into your work.
If anyone wishes to see more work by
John Scott visit the Nicholas Metivier
Gallery in Toronto.
Image from private collection*
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The Elaine Fleck Gallery
SERVICES

PATRONS AND COLLECTORS
Founded in 2005 in Toronto by Elaine Fleck the gallery represents contemporary Canadian and
American artists.
The Gallery offers a wide range of curated fine art including painting, photography and mixed media.
The Elaine Fleck Gallery represents emerging, mid career and established artists; each of whom presents original and strongly developed themes created with masterful and innovative technical expertise.
Art Consultant Service - contact elaine@elainefleckgallery.com
Ms. Fleck is available as an art consultant for your home, office or facility. Please contact the gallery to
set up an appointment to discuss your project.
Art Gallery Services
Monthly curated gallery exhibitions of contemporary art.
An Inventory of selected works by gallery represented artists.
Framing is an important factor in both displaying and protecting works of art. The Elaine Fleck Gallery
offers a wide range of custom framing options designed to work aesthetically with your art while
providing optimum protection.
Shipping quotes can be provided based on the size, weight and destination of the artwork. The Delivery
fee within Toronto is $70.00 per hour.
All Artwork on the gallery website and in this catalogue is for sale and if still available can be
purchased with a credit card over the phone.

20

ARTISTS
Gallery Represented Artists
The gallery is committed to the long-term development of the career of each artist it represents and
programs its exhibitions, art talks and publications accordingly. The gallery routinely liaises with with
media, art collectors, art consultants and museum curators in order to facilitate the advancement of its
artists.
Artist Membership - contact membership@elainefleckgallery.com
The Artist Membership Program at The Elaine Fleck Gallery provides artists with a venue to exhibit their
work and increase their knowledge on being successful in the art industry.
Portfolio Reviews - contact garyrush@elainefleckgallery.com
Elaine Fleck continues to discover, mentor and provide opportunities to talent through weekly portfolio
reviews for emerging and mid career artists. Talented artists are subsequently provided significant
exposure in the Fleck Fine Art Catalogue and through exhibitions at the Elaine Fleck Gallery.v
“One on One” Artist Mentoring Session with Ms. Fleck - contact garyrush@elaineleckgallery.com
The session thoroughly goes over where you are, and where you want to be, in the art industry. You
receive a critique of your artwork and mentoring.
The Elaine Fleck Gallery
1351 Queen Street West Toronto Ontario M6K 1M1
P. 416 469 8005
Hours:
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday & Friday: 12pm - 6pm
Tuesday: By Appointment or By Chance
Saturday: 11am - 6pm
Sunday: By Appointment or By Chance
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Independent Artist

DONNA WISE
Toronto
www.donnawiseart.com
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Independent Artist

Periodicity
Acrylic on Canvas
36” x 48”
2016

Spatial Association
Acrylic on Canvas
48” x 36”
2016

Bass Vibration No.49
Oil on Canvas
18” x 24”
2016

Bass Vibration No.50
Oil on Canvas
18” x 24”
2016

Show Opening Thursday November 3, 2016 7-9 pm at The Elaine Fleck Gallery

PATRICE CARMICHAEL
Toronto
www.patricecarmichael.com
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Independent Artist

LILLIAN SHEPPARD
Newfoundland & Labrador
Contact The Elaine Fleck Gallery
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Independent Artist

North Atlantic Surge
Encaustic on Birch Cradled Panel
8” x 10”
2016

At the Edge of the North Atlantic
Encaustic on Birch Cradled Panel
8” x 10”
2016

Memory of a Walk No.1
Acrylic on Wood Panel
22” x 44”
2016

Memory of a Walk No.2
Acrylic on Wood Panel
22” x 44”
2016

ANGELA PLESA
Collingwood
www.angelaplesa.ca
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Independent Artist

ERIKA SQUIRES
Toronto
Contact The Elaine Fleck Gallery
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Independent Artist

See Through
Mixed Media &
Encaustic on Wood Panel
12” x 24”
2016

Reflection
Mixed Media &
Encaustic on Wood Panel
18” x 24”
2016

Zoo Series: Chimpanzee
Oil on Canvas
36” x 48”
2012

Lake Landscape
Oil on Canvas
12” x 9”
2015

KELSEY AUGER
Windsor
www.kelseyauger.com
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Independent Artist

IRINA LASKIN
Toronto
www.irinalaskin.net
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Independent Artist

Pint of Lager
Oil on Canvas
24” x 20”
2016

Iris
Oil on Canvas
36” x 48”
2016

Key West House Colours I
Acrylic on Baltic Birch
12” x 16”
2016

No Geography Without Stars II
Acrylic on Baltic Birch
42” x 48”
2010

JANICE COLBERT
Toronto
www.janicecolbert.com
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Independent Artist

RUSSNA KAUR
Toronto
Contact The Elaine Fleck Gallery
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Independent Artist

Play
Acrylic, Pencil, Paper, Oil
Pastel, and Marker on Canvas
48” x 60”
2016

Sandcastle
Acrylic, Paper, Oil Pastel, String
and Marker on Canvas
48” x 60”
2015

Rebirth
Oil and Acrylic on Canvas
48” x 48”
2016

Abundance
Oil and Acrylic on Canvas
48” x 60”
2016

Show Opening Thursday November 3, 2016 7-9 pm at The Elaine Fleck Gallery

ANAND JAGGERNAUTH
Toronto
www.anandsart.com
31

Independent Artist

KIKI GREENE
Toronto
www.kikifineart.com
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Independent Artist

Freehand
Acrylic and Cotton Rope on
Canvas
48” x 48”
2016

Handover
Acrylic and Cotton Rope on
Canvas
36” x 48”
2016

Wisdom
Acrylic, Spraypaint, and Ink on
Wood
36” x 46”
2016

Goals
Acrylic, Spraypaint, and Ink
on Wood
24” x 36”
2016

ADAM WINNIK
Toronto
www.adamwinnik.net
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Independent Artist

Invisible Cities (Untitled, Seg. 80)
Ink on Paper
16” x 20”
2015
REUBEN LOOYENGA
Toronto
www.reubenlooyenga.com
34

Invisible Cities (Untitled, 1)
Ink on Paper
30” x 40”
2010

My primary focus in the creation of painting and drawing is in the alteration of surface through a practice of limited interaction with
the material, creating a unique, chaotic design, generating complex forms and patterns from simple specifications. The generative
design developed does bear likeness to the plotting of a map, as one can compare the cracks in the earth to the creasing of paper.
Working with the manipulation of the surface material, I aim to highlight the design already set for me, using line to develop narrative of process as well as an illusion of space where the chaotic design of line gestures its way through the surface of the painting or
drawing.
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1351 Queen Street West
Toronto, ON
M6K 1M1
416 469 8005
www.elainefleckgallery.com

